It's not telematics. It's not a dashcam. Nauto is an intelligent driver safety system purpose-built to help commercial fleets and drivers prevent collisions at the source: distracted driving.

Safer & Smarter Fleets

Ready to measurably improve your fleet’s safety and achieve exceptional results?
Value for Commercial Fleets

Reduced losses and costs
Less collisions, near-misses, and traffic violations directly improve your bottom line.

Efficient claims processing
Automated collision notifications provide critical video and data that your insurer requires.

AI-Powered Device
Nauto starts with a powerful multi-sensor device that assesses the driver, vehicle, and road ahead to detect distracted and aggressive driving in real-time.

Key features
• Embedded artificial intelligence
• GPS, IMU and camera sensors
• 288° of high-quality video
• LTE connectivity
• Ongoing OTA updates

Real-Time Prevention
Help prevent collisions before they occur with the industry's only automated real-time alerts for:

- **Distracted driving**
  Nudge drivers to focus on the road with progressive alerts based on duration of distraction events

- **Tailgating**
  Coach drivers to keep safe following distances

- **High risk warnings**
  Alert drivers when it matters most: when they are distracted and risks are present in the road ahead
Higher asset productivity
Your drivers are focused on the road ahead; keeping your vehicles active and productive.

Trusted drivers and brand
Safer driving protects your customers, products, and reputation on the road.

Fleet Safety Application
Nauto’s cloud-based web app provides fleet management and safety leaders with unparalleled visibility into the safety of their fleets and drivers.

KEY FEATURES
• Proprietary VERA Score™
• Actionable safety insights
• Driver report & scorecard
• Curated high-risk event videos
• Automated driver recognition

Evidence-Based Coaching
Coach drivers with real world evidence to improve driver performance and reduce collisions

Actionable fleet safety insights
Quickly assess the safety of your fleet using Nauto’s proprietary VERA Score™

Coach high-risk drivers
Easily identify and coach high-risk drivers with personalized driver insights and high-risk event videos

Reward safe driving
Leverage driver reports as a leaderboard to reward and incentivize safe driving

Liability Protection
Protect your fleet against wrongful at-fault claims and empower your drivers

Streamline claims processing
Receive collision notifications and immediately access critical data for your insurance claim

Empower your drivers
Equip drivers to notify you with the Mark Button and automatically upload videos of unsafe or unusual events

Track trip history
Locate vehicles, see high-risk events in context, or request video evidence of events as needed
Why Fleets Pick Nauto

In our initial rollout with Nauto, we saw an 81% reduction in collisions. We are now installing Nauto in all of our vehicles after the unbelievable results.

**Stephanie Moore**
President, The Delivery Authority

It’s the best solution out there to be proactive in safety and compliance instead of reactive.

**David Cooper**
IT Director, Allegiant Solutions

This is a life saving device that we have in our cars today.

**Michael Johnson**
Driver, Transportation Management Corp.